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The interactions of a dioxadithia crown ether ligand with Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Zn2+ cations were
investigated using density functional theory (DFT) modeling. The modeling was undertaken to gain insight
into the mechanism of the selective complexation of the mono- and dications observed with this ligand
experimentally. Two types of conformationally different complexes were located with both mono- and dications.
In the first conformer, the cation is bonded to the ether oxygens; in the second conformer, the cation is
bonded to the alkoxy and suger oxygens. In general, the complexes formed with dications were found to be
more stable than those with monocations, with the stability decreasing with the period number within a given
periodic table group of elements. The highest stability was observed for the complexes formed with zinc.
The complex formed with lithium was the most stable among those involving monovalent cations. The system
interaction energy was decomposed into electrostatic (ES), polarization (P), charge-transfer (CT), exchange
(EX), and geometry-deformation (DEF) contributions using the self-consistent charge and configuration method
for subsystems (SCCCMS). The stabilizing energy components (ES, P, and CT) exhibit the same trend as the
total interaction energy, whereas the destabilizing contributions (EX and DEF) exhibit the opposite trend. It
was found that the main contributions responsible for stabilization of the dicationic systems are the P and ES
energies; in the monocationic systems, the CT stabilization is equally important. The gas-phase preferences
changed when the solvent effect was included. The dioxadithia crown ether ligand preserved its selectivity
toward Zn2+, but the selectivity sequence toward monovalent cations was reversed.

1. Introduction

Designing ligands for selective complexation is of great
importance. The class of macrocycles called crown ethers1,2 has
a high ability to bind metal cations. Crown ethers are diverse
heterocycles and, in their simplest form, are cyclic oligomers
of dioxane.3 By changing the size of the ring; the electrodonor
atoms such as oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, or phosphorus; and the
substituents, the properties of the system can be easily adjusted.
For example, incorporating chiral centers in a crown ether allows
chiral recognition upon complexation.4 In this way, simple
enzyme-like catalysts can be developed. On the other hand,
grafting long hydrophobic chains onto a crown ether allows self-
organization of the macrocycles.5 The relative ease of prepara-
tion of a broad range of derivatives makes crown ethers
attractive targets for both theoretical and applied studies.3,6-8

Indeed, because of their host-guest complexation and molecular
recognition properties, crown ethers have proved useful in
sensing,9 switching,10 phase-transfer catalysis,11 extraction,12 and
chromatography.13,14 Crown ethers have also been used as
membrane-forming amphiphiles;15 as biomimetic receptors;16

and because of their ionophoretic properties, as model ion
channels.17 The selectivity of complexation in crown ethers is

poorly understood. It has usually been interpreted in terms of
the size of the crown ether’s cavity and the size of the guest
ion. This suggests that the most stable complexes would be
formed by crown ethers and ions that match in size. On the
other hand, it should be kept in mind that the stability of the
complexes formed depends to a great extent on the nature of
the electrodonor atoms present in the ligand. The choice of the
donor atoms in the crown ethers can be understood in terms of
the hard-and-soft-acids-and-bases (HSAB) principle of Pearson;18,19

the hard and soft cations are stably complexed by hard and soft
electrodonors, respectively.

Broad molecular mechanics (MM) studies on the stability of
crown ether-cation complexes were performed by Hancock and
Martell.20 Based on these MM calculations, the authors analyzed
the role of the steric strain in the formation of the complexes.
They concluded that the most stable complexes correspond to
the lowest steric strain. Because some effects are usually lost
in classical MM force-field calculations, however, an extension
beyond MM is required. Modeling of selected crown ethers and
their complexes at an ab initio level of theory is available in
the literature.21-32 For example, the formation of 18-crown-6
complexes was analyzed by Baerends et al.21 and Glendening
and co-workers22,23 in terms of various energy components.
Different reactivity criteria, such as the Fukui function, hardness,
local softness, and the molecular electrostatic potential were
applied by Geerlings and co-workers32 to study the relative
stability of selected crown ether complexes. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no exhaustive study on the first-principles
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mechanism of the stability of the complexes formed with crown
ethers is available.

In this article, we report the results of a DFT study of metal
cation-crown ether complexes. The investigated ligand contains
a hydrophilic 1,1′-dioxo-3,3′-dithio-14-crown ether headgroup
and bears two myristoyl chains (Figure 1).

This amphiphilic molecule forms stable insoluble monolayers
on the pure water surface and on various aqueous salt solution
subphases. The physicochemical properties and metal complex-
ing of these monolayers were studied in our previous work.5

Here, we analyze the nature of the host-guest interactions
between the 1,1′-dioxo-3,3′-dithio-14-crown ether ligand and
Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Zn2+ cations. The structure of
these complexes was previously determined at the Hartree-Fock
(HF)/6-31G level of theory.5 The results of the modeling were
in accordance with the differences between the compression
isotherms corresponding to the mono- and dicationic systems.
In this work, we focus on the nature of the interactions operating
in these systems. The structures located in the preceding study
were reoptimized at the density functional level of theory with
an enlarged basis set. The interaction energy was decomposed
into electrostatic, polarization, charge-transfer, exchange, and
deformationcontributions.Differentenergypartitioningschemes33-43

and their extensions or modifications are described in the
literature.44-52 Here, the self-consistent charge and configuration
method for subsystems (SCCCMS) was used.43

2. Computational Details

All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 0353 and
GAMESS54,55 suites of programs. The 6-31G* basis set47 was
adopted. A B3LYP56 hybrid functional, i.e., a combination of
the Becke’s three-parameter exchange functional,57 which partly
includes the HF exchange, and the correlation functional of Lee,
Yang, and Parr58 were applied in the density functional
calculations. A zigzag-type, all-trans conformation of the
hydrocarbon chains was assumed. However, because of the
rotational freedom, one can expect the existence of several other
minima on the energy hypersurface, corresponding to the gauche
conformation of selected parts of the hydrocarbon chain.

To characterize the investigated inclusion complexes, the
interaction energy,

Eint ) EM – (EA +EB) (1)

was decomposed using the self-consistent charge and config-
uration method for subsystems (SCCCMS). Here, EM, EA, and
EB denote the energies of the complex M and its two nonin-
teracting subsystems A and B. The subsystems A and B are an

acid (electron acceptor) and a base (electron donor), respectively.
Within the polarization approximation (assumption of the
SCCCMS scheme), the following hypothetical stages in the
charge reorganization can be distinguished:43 (i) separated
(noninteracting) reactants, M0 ) A0 + B0; (ii) “rigid” (R)
interacting reactants, MR ) (A0|B0); (iii) polarized (P), mutually
closed reactants (charge transfer between the reactants is not
allowed), MP ) (AP|BP); and (iv) mutually open reactants, MC

) (AlB), in the complex. The solid and dotted lines between A
and B represent mutually closed and open reactants, respectively.
These stages are indicated in the plot shown in Figure 2. The
energy surface is plotted along the isoelectronic line dNA )
-dNB ≡ NCT > 0, i.e., the direction in the population space
preserving the total number of electrons in the system (NA +
NB ) constant). Accordingly, one can distinguish the electro-
static (ES) EES ) EMR - EM0, polarization (P) EP ) EMP - EMR,
and charge-transfer (CT) ECT ) EMC - EMP energy components.
The CT contribution to the interaction energy can be derived
by searching for the minimum of EM with respect to NCT. All
of the distinguished components sum to give the interaction
energy, EINT. This energy term is different from that in eq 1
because of the assumed polarization approximation. The equiva-
lence is possible upon addition of two additional components
to EINT, namely, the exchange-repulsion (EX) and geometry-
deformation (DEF) components. The latter term, EDEF ) (EA

0

+EB
0 ) - (EA + EB), results from the fact that the geometries of

the subsystems A and B in the supermolecule (with energies
EA

0 and EB
0 ) are different from those of the isolated reactants in

the minimum-energy structures (with energies EA and EB). The
former term results from the balance equation

EES +EP +ECT +EEX +EDEF )EINT +EEX +EDEF )Eint

The negative or positive sign of a given contribution to the
interaction energy indicates a stabilizing or destabilizing effect,
respectively. The energetic requirements for each energy
component are obvious based on their definitions. Correspond-
ingly, the DEF and EX terms (the latter for closed-shell systems)
must be positive, whereas the P and CT contributions must be
negative; the electrostatic component can be either positive or
negative.

In this work, SCCCMS calculations for four points of an
isoelectronic line were performed. Specifically, the systems

Figure 1. Structure of the dioxadithia crown ether ligand studied in
this work.

Figure 2. Qualitative cut of the energy surface in the population space
EM ) EM(NCT) along the isoelectronic line dqA ) -dqB ) NCT. The
energies EM0, EMR, EMP, and EMC correspond to the system in the initial
and intermediate stages of charge reorganization. The optimum amount
of charge transfer is denoted as NCT

/ .
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(M2+|CE-), (M+|CE), (M|CE+), and (M-|CE2+) were considered
for the complexes formed with alkali cations, and the systems
(M3+|CE-), (M2+|CE), (M+|CE+), and (M|CE2+) were considered
for the complexes of the divalent alkaline earth and zinc cations.
The energy of each system was interpolated by a third-order
Taylor expansion

E(NCT))E0 + µCTNCT +
1
2

ηCTNCT
2 + 1

6
�CTNCT

3

where the CT quantities have the following definitions

µCT ) ( ∂E
∂NCT

)) µA - µB

ηCT ) ( ∂
2E

∂NCT
2)) ηAA + ηBB - 2ηAB

and

�CT ) ( ∂
3E

∂NCT
3)) �AAA + 3�ABB - �BBB - 3�AAB

The first-order responses

µA ) ( ∂E
∂NA

) and µB ) ( ∂E
∂NB

)
are the well-known chemical potentials of the reactants (negative
electronegativities). The second-order derivatives are compo-
nents of the hardness matrix η

ηAA ) ( ∂
2E

∂NA∂NA
), ηAB ) ( ∂

2E
∂NA∂NB

), and ηBB ) ( ∂
2E

∂NB∂NB
)

The third-order derivatives

�AAA ) ( ∂
3E

∂NA∂NA∂NA
), �AAB ) ( ∂

3E
∂NA∂NA∂NB

),

�ABB ) ( ∂
3E

∂NA∂NB∂NB
), and �BBB ) ( ∂

3E
∂NB∂NB∂NB

)
are less known but should be taken into account for strongly
interacting subsystems. All derivatives were computed for the

constant external potential. The (M+|CE) and (M2+|CE) systems
were used as references for the monovalent and divalent cations,
respectively. The amount of CT was measured with respect to
the reference system. The charge distribution inside the ether
ligand was derived according to the Chirlian and Franci
scheme.59 The charge of the metal cation was held constant
during a given SCCCMS run.

3. Results and Discussion

The investigated ligand contains a hydrophilic 1,1′-dioxo-
3,3′-dithio-14-crown ether headgroup and two myristoyl chains
(Figure 3a). For simplicity, the crown ether is denoted as CE.
The sugar cycles are in the chair conformation. Two different
coordination modes with cations yielding different conforma-
tions were identified. In the first mode, the sugar units are in
the chair conformation, and the cation is coordinated by the
two crown oxygen atoms (conformer 1). In the second mode,
the sugar units are in the twisted-boat conformation, and the
cation is located in a cage formed by four oxygens (conformer
2), two from the sugar cycle and two from the ester bond. The
topologies of the two conformers are shown in Figure 3b,c,
respectively.

The interaction energy, Eint, and its components, EES, EP, ECT,
EEX, and EDEF, are collected in Table 1. All complexes are
thermodynamically stable (Eint < 0), and the data reported in
Table 1 fulfill the energetic requirements; the stabilizing P and
CT contributions are negative, whereas EX and DEF are the
positive destabilizing contributions. In all cases, the ES term is
negative.

The stabilization decreases with increasing ionic radius (R):
Eint

CEsLi+ < Eint
CEsNa+ < Eint

CEsK+
and Eint

CEsMg2+ < Eint
CEsCa2+

(RLi+ )
0.76 Å, RNa+ ) 1.02 Å, RK+ ) 1.38 Å and RMg2+ ) 0.72 Å,
RCa2+ ) 0.99 Å). The highest stabilization is observed with
CEsZn2+. It should be noted that the ionic radius of Zn2+ (RZn2+

) 0.74 Å) is close to that of Mg2+. The complexes formed with
divalent cations are more stable than those formed with
monovalent cations. Except for CEsK+, conformer 2 is more
stable than conformer 1. The differences between the conformers
are more significant with the divalent cations than with the

Figure 3. Side and top views of the geometrical structures of (a) the CE ligand and (b,c) its two conformationally different complexes with Zn2+.
Panels b and c correspond to the conformers 1 and 2, respectively. For clarity, the hydrogen atoms were omitted.
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monovalent cations. As for the interaction energy, each term
of the energy partitioning is sensitive to the cation. The
stabilizing contributions show a tendency consistent with that
displayed by the interaction energies: EX

CEsLi+ < EX
CEsNa+ <

EX
CEsK+

and EX
CEsMg2+ < EX

CEsCa2+
, where X ) ES, P, and CT.

The other two components exhibit an opposite tendency: EX
CEsK+

< EX
CEsNa+ < EX

CEsLi+ and EX
CEsCa2+ < EX

CEsMg2+
, where X ) EX

and DEF. However, such behavior does not invert the order
observed for the stabilizing contributions. The components of
the interaction energy for CEsZn2+ are closer to those for
CEsMg2+ than to those for the other complexes for both
coordination modes. This qualitative trend is consistent with
the inter-reactant separations reported in Table 2, column 4,
and Table 3, columns 6 and 7 (see also the bonds between the
central ion and the ligand in Figure 3b,c). For example, the EX
energy decreases with increasing inter-reactant separation as this
contribution strongly depends on the mutual separation; the same
is true for the DEF energy.

For the divalent cation complexes, the stabilizing contribu-
tions follow the order: EP

CEsX2+ < EES
CEsX2+ < ECT

CEsX2+
, X ) Mg,

Ca, and Zn. A similar behavior was reported for the complex
of 18-crown-6 formed with Mg2+.23 However, for the 18-crown-
6/Ca2+ system, the ES stabilization was slightly lower than the
P stabilization. It should be noted that the complexes of 18-
crown-6 are structurally close to conformer 1. The observed
trends are similar; the P stabilization decreases much faster with
increasing period number than the ES stabilization. This is
particularly well seen with the monovalent cations. This behavior
could be expected because it is linked to the increase of the
electron density softness. A direct comparison of the two energy
schemes is difficult. In our scheme, the restrictions are imposed
on the electron density, whereas in natural energy decomposition
analysis (NEDA),40,41 they are imposed on the wave function.
Therefore, the NEDA distortion (destabilizing) energies are
mainly included in the exchange repulsion energy and, to a lesser
degree, in the CT energy. In the case of CEsX+ (X ) Li, Na,
K), the differences between the ES, P, and CT contributions
are less pronounced, and the order depends on the coordination
mode. For conformer 1, the highest stabilization comes from
the CT energy, whereas the lowest is from the ES energy
(ECT

CEsX2+ < EP
CEsX2+ < EES

CEsX2+
). Conformer 2 does not reveal

any general regularity, except for the ES stabilization, which is
always higher than the P stabilization. Here, direct reference to
the NEDA data22 is impossible because the first-order (ES) and
second-order (P) electrostatic contributions were not further
separated. As was the case with 18-crown-6, the CT energy is
less important than the sum ES + P. For the monovalent cations,
CT is 23-73% as strong as the whole electrostatic stabilization,
and for the divalent cations, CT is 13-28% as strong as ES +
P.

The fact that the difference |EP
CEsX2+ - EES

CEsX2+
| for X ) Mg,

Ca, and Zn is more pronounced than that observed with the
monovalent cations can be easily explained. Indeed, a cation
with a higher charge would have a greater impact on the
reorganization of the electron density of the ligand. One should
remember that in the computation of the ES term, the electron
densities of both reactants were kept frozen. This explains why
the second-order electrostatic contribution, that is, the polariza-
tion contribution (P), is more important in the case of divalent
ions. For uncharged reactants, |EP| is smaller than |EES|,60-62 as
long as the assumption of polarization approximation is valid;
otherwise, unphysical values are obtained.44 The latter situation
occurs with very short inter-reactant separations.

The charge reorganization pattern is reflected in the bond-
order (BO) data listed in Tables 2 and 3. The BO parameters
were calculated using two schemes. The first scheme takes into
account only the covalent BO (CBO),63-65 whereas the second
schemeincludesbothcovalentandionicBO(CIBO)information.66,67

In both tables, the BOs between the cation and the nearest
oxygen atoms are listed together with the corresponding
distances. For the first coordination mode, only one set of values
is given, whereas for the second coordination mode, two sets
are reported (Figure 3).

The two BO data sets are different. Except for CEsK+, the
CIBO parameters are greater than their CBO counterparts. The
differences are more pronounced for conformer 1 than for
conformer 2. This indicates a significant ionic contribution to
the BOs. The BO data are consistent with the interaction
energies for both conformers (Table 1). In other words, for a
given conformer, a larger value of Eint corresponds to a larger
BO index and to a shorter inter-reactant separation. The CIBO
indexes for conformer 1 are always more important than those

TABLE 1: Decomposition of the Interaction Energy (int)
into Electrostatic (ES), Polarization (P), Charge-Transfer
(CT), Exchange (EX), and Geometry-Deformation (DEF)
Componentsa

complex int ES P CT EX DEF

Conformer 1
CEsLi+ -62.4 -39.8 -50.2 -52.3 67.2 12.7
CEsNa+ -35.7 -22.8 -30.8 -32.6 38.0 12.6
CEsK+ -29.6 -12.6 -19.6 -23.5 21.6 4.5
CEsMg2+ -213.7 -88.8 -194.1 -73.1 114.5 27.7
CEsCa2+ -127.3 -54.1 -109.0 -45.0 64.7 16.2
CEsZn2+ -274.5 -100.5 -210.3 -61.0 63.7 33.7

Conformer 2
CEsLi+ -66.3 -47.9 -45.8 -61.4 59.9 30.9
CEsNa+ -48.4 -34.6 -32.4 -31.3 25.3 24.5
CEsK+ -28.4 -25.5 -23.9 -11.4 8.2 24.1
CEsMg2+ -248.4 -125.1 -181.1 -73.6 75.2 56.2
CEsCa2+ -174.3 -93.1 -130.0 -30.5 33.6 45.7
CEsZn2+ -299.9 -129.3 -194.1 -87.6 57.6 53.5

a All values are in kcal mol-1.

TABLE 2: Values of CIBO and CBO between the CE
Oxygen Atom and the Cation (X) and the Corresponding
Distances ROsX for Conformer 1

CEsX CIBO CBO ROsX (Å)

CEsLi+ 0.487 0.260 1.845
CEsNa+ 0.357 0.200 2.255
CEsK+ 0.151 0.073 2.688
CEsMg2+ 0.617 0.415 1.918
CEsCa2+ 0.405 0.287 2.281
CEsZn2+ 0.565 0.472 1.874

TABLE 3: CIBO and CBO between the CE Oxygen Atoms
and the Cation (X) and the Corresponding Distances ROsX

for Conformer 2a

CIBO CBO ROsX (Å)

CEsX
ester
bond

sugar
cycle

ester
bond

sugar
cycle

ester
bond

sugar
cycle

CEsLi+ 0.319 0.327 0.211 0.203 2.073 2.160
CEsNa+ 0.227 0.227 0.180 0.160 2.441 2.500
CEsK+ 0.117 0.100 0.121 0.093 2.880 2.871
CEsMg2+ 0.408 0.438 0.337 0.304 2.119 2.155
CEsCa2+ 0.235 0.239 0.205 0.195 2.529 2.537
CEsZn2+ 0.384 0.379 0.353 0.312 2.037 2.084

a Columns 2, 4, and 6 correspond to the ester bond oxygens, and
columns 3, 5 and 7 correspond to the sugar cycle oxygens.
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for conformer 2. This trend is in agreement with the inter-
reactant separations. The distance between the cation and the
CE oxygen in conformer 1 is always shorter than that in
conformer 2. Nevertheless, it is not contradictory to the
interaction energies, as only two equivalent oxygens make
significant contributions to the CIBO in conformer 1 whereas
two such sets of equivalent oxygen atoms exist in conformer 2.

The CBO data show the same tendency as the CIBO data,
except for the CEsK+ system. These results indicate a
correlation between the ROsX distance and the CIBO (and CBO)
indexes (Figure 4). The linear correlation coefficients are 0.82
and 0.87 for the CBO and CIBO data, respectively. The
correlation is even better when mono- and dications are
considered separately.

It can be noticed that the obtained BO values are different
from typical covalent bond-order data. Indeed, the CsH, CsC,
CsO, and OsH bond orders are close to unity for both the
CBO and CIBO schemes, as the ionic contribution differentiat-
ing the schemes is negligible. For example, the BO indexes for
CsH bond in the CEsZn2+ complexes are situated in the ranges
of 0.989-1.030 and 0.891-1.000 within the CIBO and CBO
schemes, respectively.

Steric and polar effects are frequently used when discussing
the bond-forming and bond-breaking processes. However, these
effects are intuitive. For example, Lefour et al.68 identified the
polar effect as the sum of ES, P, and CT contributions. On the
other hand, Radom and co-workers69-71 limited polar effects to
only the CT component. One should also remember that the
CT and ES components are closely related to the hard-and-
soft-acids-and-bases (HSAB) principle of Pearson.18,19 The
strong affinity of a soft acid for a soft base is a CT-controlled
process,72 whereas the affinity of a hard acid for a hard base is
an ES-controlled process.73 Steric repulsion can be identified
as the sum of the EX and DEF contributions, although different
definitions are often used; for example, Lefour et al. identified
the steric term exclusively with the EX contribution.68 However,
such effects as bond weakening, rehybridization, and resonance
destabilization are naturally included in the DEF energy and

should be considered as steric effects, as argued by Tedder and
Walton.74-76 The other intuitive concepts used in the qualitative
justifications of the observed trends in reactivity are orbital,
Pauli, and electrostatic contributions. Here, the orbital energy
is considered as the sum of the P and CT contributions.37

The data reported in Table 1 can be used to analyze these
intuitive concepts. It can be seen that the polar effect (ES + P
+ CT) favors formation of conformer 2; the steric effect (EX
+ DEF) does not reveal such regularities. Indeed, the EX term
favors conformer 2, whereas the DEF term favors conformer
1. The overall steric effect is a subtle interplay between the EX
and DEF contributions. Therefore, the DEF destabilization
reverses the general orientation rule only in the weakly bonded
CEsK+ complex, yielding a slightly more stable conformer 1.

In the CEsX+ complexes, three energy contributions, namely,
P, CT, and EX, show a linear correlation with ROsX; the
correlation coefficients are 0.93, 0.92, and 0.98, respectively.
The other contributions do not show linear correlations. In the
case of divalent cations, the correlation is still lower. Indeed,
only the P and CT contributions show correlations higher than
0.75. The sum P + CT (the orbital contribution) has a relatively
high linear correlation coefficient of 0.88. The better correlation
of P + CT with distance for short inter-reactant separations is
related to the fact that P + CT is less basis-set-dependent than
the individual components.51 The corresponding plot is shown
in Figure 5. For the monovalent cations, the correlation between
the P + CT energy and ROsX+ is 0.94. There is no linear
correlation between the polar energy contribution and the
distance, regardless of the definition used. There is no correlation
for the steric repulsion either. These results are in agreement
with the intuitive understanding of the interactions between
chemical species. From this qualitative analysis, the following
picture of interactions emerges: The ES term is responsible for
the initial mutual orientation of reactants. The orbital (P + CT)
energy, which is a strongly distance-dependent contribution, is
the driving force for the formation of the complex. This term
is also responsible for the electron density reorganization within
the complex. Finally, the steric repulsion (EX + DEF) that
reflects the local geometrical environment hinders bond formation.

To complete the energetic analysis of the interactions, the
charge reorganization pattern has to be considered. The overall
change in the electron density [∆F(rb) ) FMC(rb) - FMR(rb)] and
its P [∆FP(rb) ) FMP(rb) - FMR(rb)] and CT [∆FCT(rb) ) FMC(rb) -
FMP(rb)] components are plotted in Figure 6.77 Because of the
assumed polarization approximation, the CT density plot
includes the EX reorganization. Here, it is termed CT. The blue
isosurfaces (Figure 6) correspond to positive values (an increase
in electron density), whereas the red isosurfaces correspond to

Figure 4. Dependence of (a) CBO and (b) CIBO on the ROsX distance;
X ) Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Zn2+. The lines show the best
linear approximations.

Figure 5. Relationship between the orbital energy (P + CT) and the
inter-reactant separation. The squares and circles correspond to the
mono- and dications, respectively. The lines illustrate the best linear
approximations.
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negative values (a decrease in electron density). The figure
illustrates both coordination modes for the CEsZn2+ complex.
The values of the isosurfaces are 0.0025 and 0.005 for ∆FP(rb)
and∆FCT(rb), respectively. The isosurface value of the ∆F(rb) plot
is the same as for ∆FP(rb). It can be seen that the P-related charge
reorganization covers a significantly larger space than that
related to CT. Whereas the CT plot includes the nearest
neighborhood of the cation, the P plot extends to the crown
and sugar cycle. The overall and P plots are qualitatively similar.
During the P process, the electron density is concentrated in
the nearest surroundings of Zn2+. Part of this excess density is
then transferred to the cation. Therefore, the isosurfaces of given
atoms in the P and CT plots have different signs.

The charge reorganization plots are in accordance with the
data reported in Table 1. The P contribution is a dominant term;
it is approximately 3 and 2 times higher than the CT contribution
for conformers 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore, the overall
∆F(rb) plot resembles that of ∆FP(rb). The importance of the
charge polarization, which enhances the electrostatic interactions,
was also reported for 18-crown-6 complexes.22,23

The 1,1′-dioxo-3,3′-dithio-14-crown ether ligand with two
myristoyl chains was designed as a potential ionophore. So far,
its membrane-related properties have been studied in mono-
molecular films spread on pure water and on aqueous solutions
of mono-, di-, and trivalent metal salts. The thermodynamic
properties obtained from the monolayer experiments cannot be
related to the single ether molecule or its complexes, because
they describe the entire system. The only parameter that can be
directly compared to the computed values is the limiting
molecular areas per molecule. The molecular areas estimated
with HF theory used in the previous study5 explained fairly well

the observed differences among the films obtained on pure water
and on aqueous solutions of the mono- and divalent metal salts.
These differences can be interpreted in terms of conformational
changes occurring in the crown ether derivatives upon com-
plexation. Taking into account the fact that crown ethers show
pronounced selectivities, the latter point was investigated in this
study as well.

The interaction energies indicate that binding of Zn2+ in CE
is stronger than binding of the other dications. For the
monocations, the CEsLi+ complex is the preferred one.
However, as was demonstrated for 18-crown-6 derivatives,22,23

selectivity is not an intrinsic property of the crown ether itself.
Indeed, the selectivity results from a competition between the
solvent and the ether molecules for the cation. The exother-
micity/endothermicity of the exchange reactions

CEsM++Li+(H2O)nfCEsLi++M+(H2O)n

n) 1, 2, 3, or 4 (2)

CEsM2++Mg2+(H2O)nfCEsMg2++M2+(H2O)n

n) 1, 2, or 6 (3)

can be considered as an approximate measure of selectivity. It
should be noted that these selectivity criteria involve only pure
CEsM2+ and M2+(H2O)n complexes while omitting the mixed
CEsM2+(H2O)m complexes. As was demonstrated by Glen-
dening and co-workers for 18-crown-6 and alkali cations,22,23

the mixed clusters did not influence the calculated selectivity
trends while increasing the computational costs.

The exchange reaction enthalpies plotted as a function of the
coordination number for mono- and dicationic systems are
shown in Figure 7. All reaction enthalpies were computed at
298 K. Different water arrangements around the cations were
taken into account. The lowest localized energy structure was
used. Zero-point energies and enthalpy corrections were evalu-
ated using standard statistical mechanical expressions. The
B3LYP frequencies are unscaled. For a given hydration number
n, the most exothermic (negative) reaction is the preferred one.
The zero line in Figure 7a or b corresponds to the reference
reaction CEsLi+ + Li+(H2O)n f CEsLi+ + Li+(H2O)n or
CEsMg2+ + Mg2+(H2O)n f CEsMg2+ + Mg2+(H2O)n,
respectively. In the absence of the solvent molecules (n ) 0),
the previously obtained gas-phase, intrinsic CE selectivity rules
toward mono- and dications are reproduced: Li+ > Na+ > K+

and Zn2+ > Mg2+ > Ca2+. It can be seen that the water
molecules strongly influence the selectivity. The intrinsic
sequence for monocations is reversed (K+ > Na+ > Li+) for
the highest degree of hydration. In the case of dication systems,
the situation is slightly different. Indeed, the alkaline earth
dications (Mg2+ and Ca2+) change their order for n > 3, whereas
the selectivity of Zn2+ is unchanged for the highest degree of
hydration but is reversed for n ) 4. Nevertheless, the difference
between the exchange reaction enthalpies for the Ca2+ and Zn2+

systems is rather small. Such behavior of the zinc dication can
be attributed to the 3d atomic orbitals.

Finally, we want to remark that the available kinetic and
thermodynamic data for macrocycle ligand-cation systems were
published by Izatt et al. in different reviews.6,7,78,79 However,
there is no reference from the dioxo,dithio-14-crown-4 family
of molecules. Taking into account the fact that, in our systems,
the cations are bonded to the oxygen atoms (see Table 2 and
3), the trends in the calculated selectivities could be compared
with those of the dioxo-14-crown-4 systems. However, such a
comparison is delicate because the ligand structure and experi-
mental conditions can influence the selectivity.

Figure 6. Charge reorganization plots for conformer 1 (left column)
and conformer 2 (right column) of the CEsZn2+ complex. Panels a-c
correspond to ∆FP(rb), ∆FCT(rb), and ∆F(rb), respectively. The positive
and negative isosurfaces are denoted with blue and red, respectively.
The value of the CT isosurface is |0.0025| au. The other values of
isosurfaces are equal to |0.005| au.
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4. Conclusions

This theoretical DFT study on the interactions between a
dioxadithia crown ether and mono- (Li+, Na+, K+) and di-
(Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn2+) cations evidenced formation of two types
of complexes with both groups of cations. In the first coordina-
tion mode, the cation is located in the crown. In the second
coordination mode, the cation is located in a cage formed by
the sugar cycles and the ester oxygen atoms. Except for the
CEsK+ system, the second type of complex is more stable with
all of cations. Importantly, the dication complexes are, in
general, more stable than those formed with monocations. The
stability decreases with the period number; that is, the interaction
energies for CEsLi+ and CEsMg2+ are more negative than
those for CEsK+ and CEsCa2+, respectively. The system
interaction energy was decomposed into electrostatic, polariza-
tion, charge-transfer, exchange, and deformation contributions.
The stabilizing contributions (ES, P, and CT) reflect the same
trends as the interaction energy, whereas the destabilizing
contributions show the opposite tendency. The polar effects (ES
+ P + CT) strongly favor formation of conformer 1, whereas
steric repulsion (EX + DEF) does not show any regularity; the
latter is due to an interplay between the EX and DEF energies.
The total electrostatic energy, i.e., the sum of the first-order
(ES) and second-order (P) contribution,s is a dominating term
in the interaction energy. For the CEsX+ complexes (X ) Li,

Na, or K), the CT energy is greater than or comparable to the
ES and P energies. In the case of divalent cations, CT is always
the least important stabilizing contribution.

The bond-order data are consistent with the results for the
interaction energy and its components. The comparison of the
CIBO and CBO results indicates an important ionic contribution
to the bond-order indexes. The ionic contribution slightly
improves the linear correlation of the BO values with the inter-
reactant separation. A linear correlation with distance was also
observed for the orbital energies (P + CT) of the CEsX+ and
CEsX2+ systems, respectively. No other energy components
show such a correlation.

It is widely admitted that crown ether complexes are stabilized
by electrostatic interactions (ion-distributed multipole). The
results obtained in our work are in accordance with this simple
model of interactions, because the EX and CT contributions
cancel each other out to a great extent. However, the charge
reorganization plots cannot be understood without taking into
consideration the CT and EX contributions. The change in the
electron density due to CT/EX is localized in the nearest
neighborhood of the cations, whereas the P-induced change
extends to a larger space.

In conclusion, the results obtained indicate that the stability
of a crown ether ligand in cation complexation depends to a
great extent on polar interactions; these interactions are more
important than steric effects. This proposal explains the interpre-
tive power of density-functional-based reactivity criteria30 and
shows the way toward engineering of efficient selective ligands.

It should be mentioned that the solvent effect is very
important and strongly influences the selectivity. Indeed, the
dioxadithia crown ether ligand bearing two myristoyl chains
preserves its selectivity toward the zinc divalent cation when
water molecules are taken into account, whereas its affinity
toward magnesium and calcium is modified. The gas-phase
selectivity sequence is completely reversed in the case of
monovalent cations.
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